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Mission: This group is created simply to organize
a cyber-demonstration to say enough of 20
years of dictatorship in Eritrea. Our people
inside the country can’t demonstrate openly as
of now so we need to speak on behalf of our
people to say Enough. The cyber-demonstration
will help us to mobilize the youth inside Eritrea to
rise up against the one...See More
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Paulos Misgena

Eritrea sends a protest note to the UN over proposesd

sanctions

asmarino.com

Online community for Eritreans and friends of Eritrea, with
history, news, chat, bulletin boards, poetry, and more.

Share · 7 minutes ago

Freedr Fitzum

���� / PFDJ is a terrorist organization! Please read the article below ... 

Saturday, October 6, 2007
The Insanity Of Jailing The Only Psychiatrist In The Country
By Tewelde Stephanos, September 22, 2007
...

See More

19 minutes ago

Asmarina Asmera How ironic. The only psychiatrist in the country
"detained" by the insane regime. It would have been funny if it
wasn't so tragic. Thanks for sharing Freedr Fitzum
8 minutes ago

Mussie Araya

How History will judge him?

16 minutes ago near Oakland, CA

Mohamed Kheir Omer

Yes, to sanctioning the PFDJ regime. See how much income there is from the gold mine
in Bisha.

http://www.nevsun.com/news/2011/november14/

Nevsun Third Quarter 2011 Financial Results - Nevsun Resources, TSX:NSU
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/ NYSE Amex:NSU

www.nevsun.com

Nevsun Resources is pleased to report its financial and operating results for the third
quarter ended September 30, 2011. All figures are in United States dollars, unless
otherwise indicated.

Share · Yesterday at 1:38pm

8 people like this.

Meriem Adem ne hayal hayal yeffeterelu.. Yes to sanction
33 minutes ago

Salam Wasenay Yes to sanction by all means without any
preconditional, yes for democracy, no for dictatorship, it is time to
ddemocracy and equality
16 minutes ago

Tesfaldet Meharenna

Kudos to our youth:

his is something that activists from Eritrea, a country in East Africa, might appreciate.
In Reporters Without Borders’ 2010 Press Freedom Index, Eritrea ranked last, below
even North Korea. Today, a growing and wired network of activists among the
Eritrean diaspora are making use of social media to coordinate their efforts and to
produce content that cannot be published in th...

See More

Social media activists fight for democracy

www.straight.com

Many researchers are noting, with barely restrained excitement,
the increasing role social media is playing in democratizing
movements around the world.

Share · 35 minutes ago

3 people like this.

Aida Kidane

The passage below is part of our ongoing history, though it happened in 1926. Young
Eritreans fled that time, and in 1958 when Tigrina and Arabic were banned, many
youth saw their way to the world. Same in Haile Selassie massacres, the Derg
massacres and now, the worst enemy, our own dictator.

Book: Envoys of the Gospel in Ethiopia, by Gustav Aren, Stockholm 1999
Newcomers from Eritrea Pp 220-22...

See More

about an hour ago

Asmarina Asmera likes this.

Eyob Yehdego Very interesting issue, what a mirror of history,
thank´s
about an hour ago

Asmarina Asmera Very interesting piece. We are witnessing
history repeating itself. thanks .
44 minutes ago

Semhar Girmay was added by Young Bayre.

about an hour ago

Tesfaldet Meharenna

Day 2 Inventory of skills...

Looks like we have 
a pente bouncer :)
2) Clappers
...

See More

about an hour ago

Freedr Fitzum

ERi-Tv "serving the truth" ... breaking news "����	" edition.

��
� / PFDJ hostages and terrorists!

View all 10 comments
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7 hours ago

5 people like this.

Yonas Embye These METAKAETI pfdj supporters don't care unless
it affects them personally or their children or close families.
5 hours ago · 

Freedr Fitzum Yonas Embye, PFDJ supporters are not
'METAKAETI' they are fully and knowingly supporting terrorists in the
middle of EU and north america .. look at the bottom left corner
picture it was taken in Norway ... anyone who is supporting this is a
terrorist there is no other name for this kind of act
about an hour ago

Yonas Embye

6 hours ago

2 people like this.

Shimbahri Gebrezgabiher kiwegih eyu simerrr
2 hours ago

Weldegebriel T. Kahsai this is so sad, OMG
about an hour ago

Selam Hailezghi

I admit I am some times tempted to give such high-five to government thugs...

4 hours ago

9 people like this.

Ginbar-BureAlitena Paulos Zalaanbesabademe may be kisab
zitsemu gundi eznom kinblom b'shafshafo enteterede'om!!!!
about an hour ago · 

Selam Hailezghi �Robi Sam a high-five is like 'give-me five' where
you raise your hand and slap each other's hand...
about an hour ago

View all 4 comments
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View all 16 comments

View all 6 comments
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Eritrean Net Work

Interview with Eritrea Rep to the UN

www.youtube.com

Interview with Eritrea Rep to the UN

Share · about an hour ago

Yonas Embye

this what Happening today in Eritrea.

6 hours ago

2 people like this.

Yosief Menghisteab Aboyabi Kentiba I agree 100% with your
comment
about an hour ago · 

Wad Haiget Yonas Embye ,, wat happening in eritrea is even
worse!!!!!! thanks for reminding us !!!!!!!
about an hour ago

Selam Hailezghi

�"One cannot pray while one condones injustices either directly or indirectly." To all
Christians who try to be 'neutral(?)' during this 'holocaust' of the Eritrean people by
their government.

about an hour ago

Yonathan Habte

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fharnnet.org%2Fi
ndex.php%2Farticles-corner%2Fenglish-articles%2F2643-meron-estefanos-wins-
journalistic-prize&h=CAQGTeN6BAQF81z9b2tOWIOmAvSylkpw5QmhUcfdzfdt8HA

Meron Estefanos Wins Journalistic Prize

harnnet.org

The Official Eritrean People’s Democratic Party Web Site, Online
news site for Eritreans and friends of Eritrea, with history,
news,articles, commentary and more.

Share · Yesterday at 10:32am

55 people like this.

Biruke Aklilu i am proud of ya sis, keep the good spirit
3 hours ago

Samuel Teare Congra kibrti hafti well done
about an hour ago via mobile

View all 23 comments

 1

View all 31 comments
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Ogbazgi Mehari

�"Those who deny freedom to others deserve it not for themselves."
Abraham Lincoln

2 hours ago

Hade Adam likes this.

Tsigabu Asmelash

I just heared roamer that the executive committee of the ENDC commission accused
Daniel Tewolde as "Luekh HGDF" and asked Ethiopian Secuirity forces to check his
computer and finally set him free. Anyone who has detailed info?

19 hours ago

4 people like this.

Aman Hakote A week from the start of the national conference,
they accused their information man a spy? Hope it is false....
19 hours ago · 

Tsigabu Asmelash Aygermekan do just because he spoke the
truth during his Paltalk presentation, the did this to him. I do not
know what their motives are any more.
19 hours ago · 

Danayt Habte tell us more Tsigabu ... what did he say in Paltalk?
19 hours ago

Freedr Fitzum �Tsigabu Asmelash, character assassination, rumors
and gossip belongs to PFDJ so lets leave it at that till it is officially
announced please.
19 hours ago · 

As Sami Grimuni tsigabu enty emo kengeber esu kounu tedltna.
18 hours ago via mobile · 

Lon Adi Before we even get to know what ENDC is, there is this? 8-
)
18 hours ago · 

Tsigabu Asmelash Danayt I felt he was gennuine atleast the way
he was presenting things. Freedr it is not just belabelaw bro, the
person who told me has good sources, in anycase do you expect
commission? we tell us soon?
17 hours ago · 

Danayt Habte Tsigabu, I actually didn't hear the Paltalk discussion
(wasn't part of it) so I don't even know what he said ... if you get a
moment let us know. thanks.
17 hours ago · 

Freedr Fitzum �Tsigabu Asmelash, we have seen what PFDJ
terrorists can do to divide us, with all due respect bro let's wait and
see.
17 hours ago · 

Dawit Tes Hey Guys why dont we give clear and concrete
information ? And we shouldnt be pro or against of anyone's actions
before we get the true and clear information of what has happened
and why .
17 hours ago · 

Habteab Gebreab Why do they have to ask ethiopian security?
Dont they have internal means of control? Why should they use
ethiopian force against each other?
17 hours ago via mobile · 

Kalom Hidrom Habteab Gebreab,....very good point. Until when
will they use Ethiopian security force? Is n't it time for them to have
internal checks and balances among each other?
17 hours ago

Sala M'hretu Betsue Eritreans.
15 hours ago · 

Samiel Mehary �@Tsigabu :..A rumor is a piece of unverified
information of uncertain origin usually spread by word of mouth. You
know better .....
15 hours ago via mobile · 

Semharawit Gual Eritrea Rumors??? Well, I better wait for the
facts rather than unreliable information. However that is me.
15 hours ago · 

Haileab Goitom the difference betwenn the wudubat eritrea and
the eritrea government is only the place where they are. the wudbat
is outside eritrea and the eritrea government is inside the country
15 hours ago · 

Mekonen Abraha �?????????????
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13 hours ago

Fithi Nikulu kab hji zinekewe zibiesi......
10 hours ago

Filimon Embaye �� ������� �� �� ethiopian security ��
���� �� ���'� ��� �  ! "#� �� #�$� %� #�$��
9 hours ago · 

Ermias Leake T I think we should wait for the press release. We
have to wait for both side of the story. Let us not take side.
9 hours ago · 

Tsigabu Asmelash $	 &'�� # ���� (#)�
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8 hours ago · 

Tsigabu Asmelash This what we got from someone who has close
contact with Daniel. This is not taking sides, it is about increasing
awareness for Daniel Tewolde's Saftey, which is very important if
our youth are to air their voice in the future. We need to demand for
the ruth to come out and make sure Daniel will be alright. That is also
our duty to stand for those are trying to stand for the people. Let us
do our best to seek his saftey and all others taking such stand.
8 hours ago · 

Fithi Nikulu Well done Tsigabu Asmelash! Wey gud zebil yu.....
8 hours ago · 
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Freedr Fitzum �Tsigabu Asmelash, please translate the document you posted
to english if you can and where you got it from. thank you
8 hours ago · 

Tsigabu Asmelash �Freedr Fitzum they will come in time but there
are names mentioned in the letter and it is our national duty to
clarify those and make sure Daniel is safe in my opinion.
7 hours ago · 

Ghezae Zeresenay Thanks for the update Tsigabu.You are
absolutely right, it is our duty and responsibility to challenge any one
who is dictating others for speaking the truth!
7 hours ago · 

Amanuel Tsehaye Mehari what can i say??? very perplexing.
again on the vicious cycle.i am very sad. very sad indeed.
6 hours ago

Selam Kidane Yeup it sounds very familiar; I was chairing the
Network Eritrean Civic Organisation on Europe just before the
coordinating group for the NCDC was 'elected' they cocked a vote of
no confidence and booted me out.... The people who were behind
this became movers and shakers at the commission and at the time
everytime I raised my many concerns I was accused of being PFDJ
(even PFDJ were protesting this lol!!) and now I guess we have
come a complete new circle. Does anyone remember the young man
who withdrew from the conference and flew back home to London
he was accused of the same thing.... I guess people need to learn
the difference between monkeys and monkey chasers....
6 hours ago via mobile · 

Selam Kidane If this is true we should issue a letter of support not
for Daniel as such but for freedom of expression afterall EYSC
hosted the paltalk session.
6 hours ago via mobile · 

Mihreteab Solomon This is not the first guys...i know of a person
who has been anti PFDJ for a long time being accused of being PFDJ
spy just because he dare to criticize the way the first commission
conducted its business. I know he has nothing to do with PFDJ
because he recruited people and changed the narrative of
opposition in Las Vegas...He has been the leader here and after he
criticized the commission, they wanted to remove him...and we said
hell no....now they started their organization, but we the youth
refused to follow them....... coincidental he criticized them on pal-
talk. If Daniel's story is true, then there seems to be a pattern of
trying to silence critics on paltalk...lol
5 hours ago · 

Eyob Yehdego I am very skeptical when it comes with those so
called 61(wahid woÓ sitin), these guys never learn from their own
misstakes, experience or they never question their past
shorcomings, They simply act as usual. These are the bad guys of
our post independence era, they are the one who are eroding our
common Eritreanism, watch up thses bad guys, ENOUGH to all of
them, let´s get back to our common Eritrean root, before SEWRA!
5 hours ago · 

Eyob Yehdego Let´s watch both the PFDJ & the so called
opposition camp they are of the same coin!
5 hours ago · 

Free Eri Not the least bit surprised. This is a lesson for ceivil society
activists. The ghedli culture of character assassination is alive and
well in the political opposition. If we note how Alena became active
around the time that EPDP was opposing the organization of the
NCDC, this incident is just as similar. Leaders who deal with
differences with character assassination eventually graduate to real
assassinations. Didnt the PFDJ spread rumors about the G-15 long
before arresting and disappearing them? The only thing the NCDC is
missing is the power to arrest and disappear which they appear to
be borrowing from Ethiopia. Dictators are not born overnight. They
start out as small dictators over an org and become dictators of a
nation. The only difference between Isaias and some opposition
leaders is that Isaias was clever enough and had enough self-control
to hide his tendencies from the general public UNTIL he got in power.
Some of these guys cant even manage that.
5 hours ago · 

Weldeslassie Tsegehans Dear guys i guess we are on a very
sensitive situation. I know it not simple to differentiat between the
real fighter and the hidden spy of prdg in side this committe. In order
to be free of this things they should be free and ready to give
current news. I dont accept the word"security purpos" the is nothing
that cant be expressed to people for the security of people. The
most danger one is to have lots of security not having openess. We
shoud fight to have free and unconditional expression of things.
Unless otherwise they will tell us like PFDJ we arrest them for the
security of the country.
5 hours ago · 

Weldeslassie Tsegehans Lets us draft a letter and send it to them. that
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worns and give them limits. the commision must have limitations they shouldnt
voulate the privacy of the people and demoralize the right fihgters. if they do a
mistake over our brother daniel they should send as an appologi letter to every
eritrean. They have to know every individual have the right to speak and fight
for his country. No more joking on the name of our country.
smerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
5 hours ago · 

Eyob Yehdego Let´s be informed & watch with calm manner!
5 hours ago · 

Kenedy Fe I am not surprise about so called opposition they are
who they are.This people are more dictator than PFDG they hate the
young,because they are part of a criminals.They are scaring once
PFDG'S gone they have to answer what they did back in 70s and
80s.What we have to do united and say no to them too.
5 hours ago · 

Amanuel Tsehaye Mehari Weldeslassie Tsegehans, Simply if the
commission chair man did it from a humble and just security concern,
that is not a big deal. They will formally and publicly say sorry and
carry the responsibility.but If the motive is hatred and personal
issues, they will not say a word about it which would become a big
deal. Let us see and wait what they will say, which most likely will not
happen. any aways i just want too say this is a very serious
issue.Such occurrences must be halted and uprooted right away.
4 hours ago

Free Eri Amanuel Tsehaye Mehari, the commission chairman does
not have the right to arrest anyone for being a PFDJ spy. That is the
prerogative of the Ethiopian authorities. The only charge that
Ethiopians can charge Daniel is being a spy of a foreign country. This
is a SERIOUS charge that could carry a long prison sentence. Even if
the charge is remotely true, does participating in the national
commission while being a PFDJ operative constitute illegality???? The
commission is supposed to be open to all Eritreans. So, the charge of
being "leukh hgdf" is highly suspect legally. Even if it can be proven
that Daniel was disruptive politically for the benefit of hdgf, that is
not an illegal act from the standpoint of law. It is against the
ORGANIZATIONAL rules and the ORG can kick the member out. They
have no legal mandate to arrest someone or even cause him to be
arrested for disrupting their meeting. I am not a lawyer and even I
know this. Does the Commission, which wrote a constitution in its
spare time, know anything about how the rule of law works? Guess
not.
3 hours ago · 

Ahmed Abdelrehim Those of us who have had the opportunity to
know Daniel personally or via cyber world, will agree on his
dedication and clear stand against PFDJ regime, the least we can do
is be witness to his position in this matter. We should also get the
entire story from all sides as best as possible. Our focus certainly
should be on Daniels' safety and security. If there is internal issues
within the commission or lack of confidance between them that is
their internal business, but no one should be subjected to unjust
treatment.
3 hours ago · 

Amanuel Tsehaye Mehari Free Eri look the info tsigab
posted,according to that in the commissions has to do something
with the incident. So far neither daniel nor commiossion chair man
spok formally but if remain to be true blame no one but the
commission 

l
2 hours ago via mobile

Free Eri I doubt they would comment on the story openly. They will
hide it and sweep it under the carpet to avoid embarassment. Daniel
can be persuaded to deny it for the good of the "waela". But it will
simmer and cause distrust among the commissioners. The entire
national conference enterprise has been too polluted by professional
politicians who only have interest in power. You dont go from
something like this to something stellar. At best, the commission will
commit no more blunders. But its crediblity as a vehicle for change
has been eroded over and over by its own actions, not the criticisms
of its opponents. The next national undertaking should be
completely a civil society venture carried out by individuals who are
not part-time members of political groups. It should also be held
elsewhere other than Addis Ababa. If Eritreans can pay for lavish
weddings, they can pay for conference rooms and hotel rooms.
2 hours ago

Weldegebriel T. Kahsai

Geneva — The Egyptian authorities are preparing to deport 118 detained Eritreans to
Eritrea, where they risk persecution, Human Rights Watch said today...

http://allafrica.com/stories/20111115074

allafrica.com
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Share · 2 hours ago

Yonas Embye

4 hours ago

11 people like this.

Yonas Embye Eritrean refugees in 2010 in Libya and Egypt.
3 hours ago

Amanuel Zemichael Enough is enough!
2 hours ago

Zekarias Kebraeb

I cant wait today to hear the new hgdef sanction. I am ready to celebrate. viva
sanction. Lomi hadia ala

2 hours ago near Nuremberg, Bayern, Germany

2 people like this.

Danayt Habte

URGENT

folk PFDF have unleashed their people on Ambassador Susan Rice's page. You need to
go there and get your voices heard as soon as possible, and the more of you can do it
the better. 
http://www.facebook.com/AmbassadorRice

Ambassador Susan Rice

“The United States is working to build the will of countries to cooperate
and to strengthen their means to act. We are on the front lines of what
President Obama calls ‘a new era of engagement.’”
Page: �6,927 like this

Yesterday at 4:13pm

9 people like this.

Tesfu Gher thanks Dannayt, you doing great.
21 hours ago · 

Danayt Habte thank you all for quickly mobilizing .... we did a
great job in dominating the discussion. 

Now we have a new call .... HGDEFawyan just tweeted this line to
push UNSC .... Letter to the members of #UNSC, No Sanctions on
#Eritrea http://tinyurl.com/c3thdmx

let's make sure to stay vigilant
3 hours ago · 

Justice For Eritrea

�"Syrian army defectors have attacked a major military base near Damascus, Syrian
opposition groups say."

Syrian military base 'attacked'

www.bbc.co.uk

Syrian army defectors attack a major military intelligence base
near Damascus, an opposition group says, in what would be their
highest-profile attack since protests began.

Share · 11 hours ago

5 people like this.

View all 4 comments

View all 4 comments
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Free Eri Note how the Syrian protestors have taken pains to remain
peaceful while sections of the army have committed to protecting
them. How come Syrian protestors can remain peaceful while being
shot down in the streets but Eritrean activists urge for "armed
struggle" from the comfort of their western countries?
5 hours ago

Girmay G Desta natna nigber guys nisatom zewatsiom yigebru
alewu nihna kea gele nigber bejakum
3 hours ago

Report Group

View all 3 comments
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